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AXIS International Security Services
Company Profile

Axis International Security Services is an international security and investigations company.
Collectively, the company boasts in excess of 50 years of experience in security, operations risk and
business intelligence, corporate and civil investigations and due diligence enquiries.

Mission Statement

“

“

Our mission is to establish and maintain a secure, cost effective environment
in which our clients can operate.

Philosophy
At Axis International Security Services, we believe not only in providing clients with a safe and secure
environment, regardless of their requirements, but also in giving them value for money. Therefore,
rather than employ an excessive number of expensive Security Operatives to undertake and oversee
a project, we use a required number of highly trained Executive Security Professionals trained &
certified by our company.
Working Internationally
Undertaking a wide range of risk management capabilities, Axis personnel have operated in
troubled conflicts in:
• Iraq
• Afghanistan
• Africa
• The Balkans
• Europe
• Russian Federation
We have also been responsible for security operations in the United Kingdom for high profile clients,
and are continuing to do so.
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Working from Within
The safety of our client, their assets and operation is always paramount. That is why, at Axis
International Security Services, we invest quality time and effort in working closely with local
communities relevant to an area of operation.
As an organisation, we make a point of developing a true understanding of local issues and
clarifying local and strategic advice before embarking on any project, regardless of the scale
of risk involved. We work hard to forge successful partnerships and mutual understandings
with communities so that we can provide a personal security solution for foreign and local
clients alike.
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AXIS International Security Services
Experience and Expertise
Axis International Security Services; comprises four divisions, with experience and qualifications
drawn from UK Special Forces, Police Force and Security sectors. Each division offers expertise that
can be tailor-made to a client’s requirements:
Experience and Expertise:
• Security Operations
• Training
• Close Protection & VIP Protection
• Surveillance Investigations

With experience and qualifications, drawn from; Special Forces, Police force and Specialist Close
Protection Sectors; Each division offers expertise that can be tailor-made to a client’s requirements.
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AXIS International Security Services
Service Offerings (in brief)
Axis International Security Services; provides comprehensive security arrangements an
management for personnel, operations and facilities. These include:

• Risk Assessment & Planning
• Executive & VIP Protection
• Man Guarding
• Door Supervisors’
• Mobile Patrolling
• Surveillance Investigations
• Specialist Training
• Maritime Security

Axis International Security Services has provided security services to clients, industry and commerce.
Personnel include security experts, intelligence experts and advisors local to the area. Using
up-to-the-minute security practices, standard operating procedures, thereby ensuring that Axis
International has the cutting edge at all times.
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AXIS International Security Services
Service Offerings (in detail)
Risk Assessment & Planning
Axis International Security Services, Risk Analysis Surveys are designed to assess accurately
vulnerable areas to individuals, installations and routines and then to recommend suitable
solutions for counter measures.
Axis International uses the latest methods and technology to produce accurate and up-to-date
reports on political, criminal and extremist activity in commercial centres around the world.

Executive & VIP Protection
The risks presented today by terrorists, criminals and extremists are both prominent and
unpredictable. Axis International Security Services; offers the following close protection services:
• Personal Protection Officers (bodyguards)
• Child Protection
• Residential Security teams
• Security Advance Parties
• Security Escorts
• Close Protection Chauffeurs
Personnel can be bi-lingual if required and fully screened prior to taking on assignments. They also
receive pre-deployment training and briefings specific to the relevant assignment.
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Man Guarding
Axis International Security Services, offer a static security guard service using only licensed and fully
vetted security personnel.
The scale of manned guarding assignments and duties is wide ranging and our dedicated and highly
trained security staffs we offer a free consultation service to discuss your company’s individual
security needs that we then use to create a personal, tailored security package to match your
exact requirements.
We understand the increasing pressure on employers to provide a safe environment for employees
and customers alike and as such, all our security personnel are highly trained to SIA standards on issues
such as conflict management and dispute resolution.

Door Supervisors
Axis International Security Services, SIA Door Supervisors are well -known for their positive and
outgoing attitude, flexibility and reliability, high standard of personal presentation, excellent written
and verbal communication skills, and high-level experience in search procedures and
customer-facing role.
The specific duties of a door supervisor may vary depending on the employer’s policies. In some cases
they may be required to make sure that, customers are adhering to a proper dress code or that they
meet certain age requirements.
Some other responsibilities that may be required of a door supervisor include collecting fees, verifying
identification, upholding safety regulations, searching for drugs and ejecting unruly customers. Door
supervisors or door stewards may also be required to control queues, perform searches and utilize
metal detectors to find concealed weapons.
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Security Mobile Patrolling
Axis International Security Services, Mobile Patrols provide a range of services including key holding
& Alarm response (both commercial and domestic), mobile patrols.
Our operators can provide you with a Key holding and Alarm Response Service, which can include
turning off all unnecessary electrical equipment, securing all windows and fire exits, locking, and
alarming the premises.
Our Service provides a complete low cost security solution ensuring stability and continuity of
business. The spot checks provided by our mobile patrol service prevent criminal activity, as there is
no pattern to when our officers patrol the building. With barcodes placed at agreed inspection points,
our operators read these inspection points with their PDAs so a full record of when they patrolled
the site is recorded. Our operators perform regular external and/or internal mobile patrols, and
opening and closing premises, as well as attending to alarm activations.

Surveillance Investigations
Axis International Security Services, Surveillance and Investigation Services have extensive experience
in providing Surveillance and operations and Investigations;
Including:
• Corporate and Private Investigations
• Insurance Investigations
• Matrimonial and Cohabitation
• Surveillance Operations
• Fraud
• Litigation and Process Serving
• Workplace Investigations
Our experienced private investigators and surveillance specialists can incorporate up to date skills and
technology, including forensic analysis, to all manner of assignments whilst deployed anywhere in the
world. Anti surveillance, specialists and equipment are available at short notice for all de-bugging and
sweeping assignments.
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Specialist Training
Axis International Security Services, Specialist Training Division boasts many years of experience in
devising security-related training courses. Based on a ‘Systems Approach to Training’, Axis ensures
that course content is constantly validated, and modified to reflect up-to-the-minute developments.
Courses can be tailor-made for clients’ needs and is listed on the SIA training providers web site.
Axis international security services limited holds SIA approved contractor status for the provision
of security guarding services.
• Bodyguard / Close Protection Officer
• Specialist Driver / Chauffeur
• Unarmed Combat / Close Quarter Battle
• Escort / Special Courier
• Incident / Operations Command & Control
• Manned guarding
• Door Supervision
• Surveillance & Counter Surveillance
• HSE First Aid Training
• Security Management
• Search Techniques
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Technical Support
Axis International Security Services, support services use the latest methods and technology to
protect clients from internal and external attack. Full use is made of government and commercial
forensic science laboratories, as well as:
• Electronic counter measures
• Tracking / direction finding
• Photography
• CCTV
• Covert audio and visual surveillance
• Evidence handling / processing
• Article / document treatment for fingerprint identification
• Image and audio digital enhancement and analysis
• Document examination
• Drug testing
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AXIS International Security Services
Professional Fees
Fees for any project will always be quoted; on an individual project basis.
Axis International Security Services; will ensure that we are fully prepared for any eventuality, that
all necessary precautions are taken and that the most up-to-date situation reports are received and
thoroughly examined. Taking into account the nature of our business and the relevant levels of risk
at any given time, we believe our fees to be highly competitive.
If you would like more information on Axis International Security Services, the company’s expertise
and service offerings, please contact:

Dorset House
297 Kingston Road
Leatherhead
KT22 7PL

Office:

+44 (0) 1372 824492

Tel:

+44 (0) 800 193 1111 (Free Phone Security Operations Only)

Mob:

+44 (0) 7967 562970

Email:

info@axis-international.com

Website: www.axis-international.com

Axis Security fully supports the SIA - Visit, www.sia.homeoffice.gov.uk
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